
RELIABILITY IS OUR FOCUS

Turn Your Parts Program into an Opportunity for 
Continuous Improvement

Failed parts have stories to tell. With the right approach—and 
the right people—on your team, those stories can have a 
positive, measurable and lasting impact on your machine 
performance.

DRIVE™ is ATS’ multi-faceted Maintenance, Repair and 
Operations (MRO) Asset Management Solution designed to 
drive efficiency, increase machine life, reduced downtime, 
improved manpower utilization, and increased production 
insights. Comprised of four interconnected programs, DRIVE™ 
is a powerful way to drive MRO to a new level of value. 

DRIVE™ Repairable Parts Management (RPM), one of the four 
DRIVE™ programs, is a data-driven effort aimed at continually 
improving the reliability of every component—and in turn, 
the machines they go into. From root cause analysis of failed 
parts by DRIVE™ RPM engineers, to part rebuilds, emergency 
repairs, intensive warranty tracking and more, DRIVE™ 
Repairable Parts Management solves problems, reduces 
repetitive failures, and keeps equipment running.

DRIVE™ RPM has been shown to reduce total repairable 
parts expenditures by up to 50%. Let ATS show you how to 
extend the life and productivity of all your equipment—old 
and new—through DRIVE™ Repairable Parts Management.

Available in combination with other DRIVETM programs or as 
a standalone option, DRIVETM Repairable Parts Management 
provides end-to-end performance benefits. Each element of 
DRIVETM RPM is designed to increase the reliability of your critical 
manufacturing equipment:

Contact a DRIVETM Program Representative Today!
855.834.7604   |  info@advancedtech.com

Repairable
Parts

Management

Strategic Parts Management: Complete data 
collection and analysis of all repairs, parts status, warranties 
and history

Comprehensive Monthly Reporting: Provides 
effective management and oversight of program 
performance

Root Cause Focus on Repetitive Failures: Ends 
costly replacement and repair due to unique factors 
(machine environment, training issues, insufficient specs, 
etc.)

Competitive Repair Pricing: Price/performance 
analysis ensures most cost-efficient solution for parts repair 
and/or replacement

Detailed Warranty Tracking: Warranties for every 
purchased part, component and assembly, tracked 
and claimed where appropriate
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